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Application of the Polar Parabolic Equation Method for Sound 
Propagation Over a Smooth Sea Mountain in the Ocean

해저구릉 위로의 음의 선파를 설명 하기 위 한 Polar PE의 적용

Chulsoo You* and Suk Wang Yoon*

유 설 수*. 윤 서 왕*

ABSTRACT

The polar parabolic equation method (Polar PE) which introd니ces a series of “cascaded" boundary fitting 

coordinates into the parabolic equation method has been verified as a good numerical method for atmospheric sound 

propagation over a curved surface and hills. Polar PE is applied here to underwater sound propagation over a sea 

mountain assuming locally reacting boundary sea bottom and pressure release water surface fcr the boundary 

conditions. Calculations are presented for underwater propagation over a 450 m high sea mountain. Feasibility of 

Polar PE application for underwater sound propagation over a smooth mountain is discussed.

요 약

경 새조 시에 낮는 일련의 연속돈! 솨M 詰 parabolic e이ualion me나에 polar parabolic equation method (Polar 

PE)는 하나의 汽면이나 인덕이 존재하는 싱우 대기에시 음의 선파늘 설명하는데 알맞는 수치 이론임이 입증뇌었다. 변- 논 

苻에서느: locally reacting 해시 L녀니 • pressure release 해中면으〕경게소시을 사용하여 Polar PE 를 彳二중에서 해저-产릉이 존 

새할 깅우에 음의 전파를 선명하는데 적용하였다. 45(( m 높이의 해저寸릉이 존새할 경우, 음의 진파에 과하여 게산하고 

셜가름 살펴보았나. Polar PE 를 수종에 해저了능이 있는 경우 음의 전파를 계산하는데 적용가능성을 논의하였다.

INTRODUCTION

Leontovich and I?ockI 1 ] introduced the parabolic 

equation method (PE) for electromagnetic wave pro

pagation along the earth surface in 1946. Since then, 

the PE has been introduced to the underwater sound 

propagation by Tappert and Hardin[2] in 1973 and to 

the outdoor sound propagation by Gilbert-and White 

[3] in 1989. The PE solves the acoustic wave propa

gation in range-dependent environment, using outgo

ing waves and neglecting backscattering waves.

For the atmospheric sound propagation, the PE 

solves the propagation with a realistic sound speed 

profile over a locally reacting ground surface. The
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PE treats the turbulence effects[4] in an upward re

fracting, sound propagation over ground with varying 

impedance with range[5], and diffraction of sound by 

a barrierf6], Recently, the polar parabolic equation 

method (Pol게' PE) was developed to solve the sound 

propagation over hills and a curved surface[7-9]. The 

Polar PE uses a series of cascaded boundary-fitted 

coordinate systems with a wide angle PE developed 

by Gilbert and White. The new coordinate system 

consists of the distance along the ground surface and 

the height perpendicular to the ground surface, re

spectively, as the horizontal and vertical coordinates.

Up-to-date the effects of sea mountain for sound 

propagation have hot received any attention even 

though there is an important physical phenomenon of 

sound diffraction over a sea mountain.

In this paper we will describe how to transform the 

coordinate system for the wave equation to solve the 
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diffraction problem and how to apply the Polar PE to 

underwater sound proapagation over a smooth curved 

sea mountain. Using the finite sea floor ground im

pedance and pressure release water surface, the Po- 

lar PE calculation predicts the sound propagation 

with refracting sound speed profiles.

I . THEORY

A. Far field wave e디uation in standard cylindrical co

ordinates

The standard Helmholtz equation for wave propa

gation is

V2P + k2P =0. (1)

where P is the acoustic pressure, k =a)/c is the wave 

number, a) is the angular frequency, and c is the 

speed of sound. The H이mholtz wave equation in the 

ocean and atomosphere can be approximated as wave 

propagation in an environment with azimuthal sym

metry. That is, the sound field is assumed to propa

gate symmetrically about the z-axis. Considering this 

cylindrical symmetry along the z-axis, the wave equ

ation can be written in cylindrical coordinates as

。叩 1 GP Lp
+ k2p = 0. (2)

Introducing a new variable, U = Vr P, the wave equ

ation becomes

d2u , a2u
—-i-
dr2 dz2

+ (丄 +k2)U = 0. (3)

Using the far field assumption, kr》1, the far field 

wave equation can be derived as

碧+碧+m=o.

8 产 dzd
(4)

Equation (4) is useful for propagation over flat sea 

floor and is transformed to solve the propagation 

over a sea hill.

B. Far field wave equation over a sea mo니ntain
We treat sound propagation over a sea mountain 

shown in Fig.l. The solution in standard cylindrical 

coordinates is used for flat surfaces of regions I and 

V. Assuming that the far fields propagate over all 

the regions, the far field wave equation is applied to 

all the regions but with different meanings for the

Fig.l Schematic diagram showing the propagation regions 

over a sea mountain. Rt is the radius of the region II 

and IV and R()is the radius of the hill-top.

Fig.2 Polar coordinates of the region I (left) and region 

in (right).

Fig.3 New coordinates (s, h) of the region I (left) and re

gion DI (right).

coordinates and fields depending on the area. To do 

so, a new polar coordinate system and a boundary fit

ted coordinate system are introduced in succession to 

the far field wave equation of Eq. (4) for propagation 

over regions U, HI and IV.

Far field wave equation for regions H and IV
For regions H and IV, a polar coordinate system 

(R, 0) is introduced as shown in Fig.2. The centers 

of regions H and IV are (rc, zc) and (ra, za), respect

ively. A point Q is located at (R, 0) in polar co

ordinates and (r, z) in cylindrical coordinates. The 

relations between polar and cylindrical coordinates

from Fig.2 are

R2 = (r —rc)2 -F (zc —z)2 and
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0 = ―一— for region U, (5)
zc~z

and (ra-r)2 + (za-z)2 and

9 :如 ] ■프一-■ for region W. (6) 

Za 一 z

I'he above relations yield the far field wave equation 

for region U and IV in the polar coordinate system 

(R, 6):

堂으 + 丄으L+丄苴으+如 = 0 (7)
说 + R SR R2 d62 k U

By introducing an auxiliary variable p = U, Eq.

(7) becomes

旦丄丞丄 (8)
SR2 R2 d02 4R2 屮十1" W u. ⑻

In all regions of physical importance, we have this 

condition

备〈〈1己 ⑼

Near the top boundary, Eq.(9) does not hold but the 

pressure release water surface is implemented far be

fore the top boundary in our applications.

寫+느謀+ W=。

Here a boundary fitted coordinate system (s, h) shown 

in Fig. 3 is introduced for computations where s is the 

coordinate along the ground surface and h is perpen

dicular to the s and directed radially inward. Rt is 

radius of a wedge. From Fig. 3,

s = RtX0, h = Rt — R. (11)

Using the above relations the transformed far field 

wave equation in the new coordinate systems is

■整+ 亠k■薯+30 (12)

狒 브) 亦2

Rt

Far field wave equation for region 10
The polar coordinate system (R, 0) for region DI is 

shown in Fig. 4. Ro is the radius of curvature which 

represents as the curved sea floor. The origin of po

lar coordinate system is chosen as (rc, —zc) at the cen

ter of curvature. Considering the point Q in the two

coordinate systems, the relation between R and r is

R2= (rc —r)2+ (z + zc)2 and 0 = tanT ‘%......  .

(13)

Therefore, tlfe farfield wave equation Eq.(4) can be 

transformed from (r, z) to (R, 0) as

져u 丄 1 au . i a2u ,, 2TT n
_+k^u = 0 (14)

By introducing an auxiliary variable。= JR U, Eq. 

(14) becomes

旦+丄旦+丄0 + k勺=0 (15)
3R2 R2 况2 十 4R2 0十K。u U方

The sound wave propagates over a curved surface 

with radius of curvature, Ro. The third term can be 

generally neglected because of 1/4R2 « k2.

旦丄旦 (16)
8R2 十 R2 8併十E U UW

It is convenient to introduce a new beoundary fitted 

coordinate system (f, g) shown in Fig.5, where f is 

the coordinate along the curved surface and g is the 

vertical coordinate perpendicular to f. From Fig.5,

f = RoX0, g = R — R(). (17)

Fig.5 New coordinate system (f, g) in region HI.
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卜、(顼 th(? boundciiy tided < uordinatc system(i. gh the 

tollowing far field wave equation is found -

———1—「其 + * + kW (). (18)

(l+g/RJ 代 財 *

Unified far field wave equation for ali regions
Three different differential wave equations were 

derived depending on the flat surfaces of Eq.4, the 

regions II and W of Eq. 12. and the regions HI of Eq. 

18. Although the fields have different geometries 

and the coordinate variables are defined differently, 

the unified far field wave equation for all regions can 

be written as

人2 IT ,-)2 T [
l(v)F + ；W+k，니 =() (19)

- cy~

where for the flat surface, I(y) = l, U = x r P, x = r 

and y = z, for the regions II and IV, I(y)=T/(l —h/ 

Rt)‘z, U=Jr(Rt —h) P, x = s and y = h and for the 

region HI. I(y) = 1/( 1 +g/R())2, U=、r(R)+ g) P, x 

=f and y

D. Solution of the wave eq니ation

The main difference of the far field wave equation 

is the factor I (y) depending on the flat surface, reg

ions U and W, and region Hl. Both the Polar PE and 

the conventional PE are followed the finite element 

method and can be represented as a linear equation :

T E (x +Ax) - R E (x) (20)

where T and R are tridiagonal matnces[21 The vec 

tor E is e-,koX U, where k()is the reference wavenu

mber and the matrix element Uj is proportional to the 

acoustic pressure P at the height perpendicular to 

the ground surface. Note that the only difference be

tween the Polar PE and the conventional PE is the 

tridiagonal matrix elements due to the differences of 

the factor I (y) depending on the regions. As in the 

conventional PE, the Gaussian starting fi이d is given 

at the source and is marched in range to solve the 

field at the next range step. This procedure is then 

repeated using the calculated field as a source field. 

To solve linear equation in Eq. 20, T is represented 

by the product of two matrices which are lower tri

angular and upper triangular. Since they are tridia

gonal matrix, the procedure of matrix decomposition 

for NxN matrix takes only N-operations for each 

forward and backward substitution]].。].
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Fig.6 The geometry of sea mountain for calculation. The 

water surface is placed at 1500 m from the sea floor.
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from the water surface.
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Fig.8 Relative sound press니]e level versus distance at 200 

Hz when the acoustic source and receiver are located 

at 1450 m and 500 m from the water surface, respect-
y니V
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ixes T

Equation (20) is solved successively by advancing 

the field over flat surfaces and over ground surfaces 

of regions II, [U, and i\. Since I(y) of Eq. (19) has 

different values depending on the region, the matr

and R have different elements at each region.

11. SOUND PROPAGATION OVER A SMOOTH 450 m 

HIGH SEA MOUNTAIN

In genera] most outdoor ground surfaces can be ap

proximated by locally reacting. The locally reacting 

ground assumption requires that the specific acoustic 

ground impedance be independent of the angle of in

cidence. In the atmosphere, the upper boundary 

should be treated as a surface that does not reflect 

the sound wave. Therefore, the radiation boundary 

condition is used so that the outgoing wave never see 

the top of the numerical grid by gradually damping 

wave. As a preliminary calculation for the so나nd pro

pagation over a sea mountain, we treat the sea floor 

as a locally reacting surface and the water surhice as 

a pressure release surface.

The operating acoustic frequency, water dep나】, 

and mountain height are 200 Hz, 150() m, and 45() m, 

respectively. For the calculation, the normalized acou 

Stic impedance of sediment is assumed as (1,48. ().()3) 

for 200 Hz. The speed of sound for the calculation is 

c(z) ― 1530~0.026xz

m/s for z < 100() m

c(z) = I486-r 0.016 X (z — 10()0)

m/s for 1000 m M z M 1500 m 
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Fig.9 Relative sound press니re level versus distance at 200 
Hz when the aco니Stic source and receiver are located 
at 500 m and 145() m from the water surface, respect
ively.

where z is the depth from the water surface. The 

above parameters of frequency, acoustic impedance 

of sediment, sound speed profile, and the depth of 

source and receiver are used as input data to calcu

late 나此 linear equation of Eq. 20. Four difference 

cases tor depths of source and receiver are con

sidered for calculations : case 1 - source 1450 m and 

receiver 1450 m, c거se 2 - source 1450 m and receiver 

50() m, case 3 — source 500 m, receiver 1450 m, and 

case 4 一 source 50() m and receiver 500 m. The ge

ometry of sea mountain for the calculation is shown 

m b'ig.f). Figure 7 gives the result of case 1 which 

implies non-line of sight sound propagation. Figures 8 

and 9 show the calculations for case 2 and case 3 

which either source or receiver is placed near to the 

water surface. Figure 1() is 나ic remits of case 4 

which both the source and receiver are located at 5()() 

m from the water surface. Those figures tell the dif 

ferences of diffraction effects depending on the heigh 

of acoustic source and receiver. In the relative sound 

pressure level, the reference sound level is the 

source level calculated at 1 m from the source. The 

sea mountain ranges 300 m to 4300 m from the acous 

tic source.

M100.0 «XX>.0 6000.0

Range (m)

Fig. 10 Rel저tive sound pressure level versus distance at 2(X) 
Hz when both of the acoustic source and receiver 

are located at 5()() m from the water surface.
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HL CONCLUS｛。시S

The boundary fitted coordinates of Fglar PE were 

introduced to solve the so니nd propagation over a sea 

mountain. The Polar PE implementing locally react

ing sea floor and pressure release water surface cal

culated 4 different cases depending on the depth of 

acoustic source and receiver. The purpose of 나lis 

paper is to show the feasibility solving the so니nd 
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propagation over a sea mountain wherever the acous 

tic source and receiver are located in the existence of 

sea mountain. However the sediment parameters 

should be incorporated into the present trial case for 

more realistic sound propagation prediction with sea 

mountains. The calculation of case 1 for non-line of 

sight sound propagation shows the significant de

crease of about 20 dB in the area between the top 

and base of sea mountain compared with other cases.
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